Minutes of Meeting

Project

HoopStats

Responsible

Predrag Filipovikj

Attended by
Andreas Köhle
Bal Krishna
Nyaupane
Predrag Filipovikj
Armindo Simões
Igor Šarić
Dino Blazeka

Location
Skype/Västerås
Skype/Västerås
Skype/Västerås
Skype/Zagreb
Skype/Zagreb
Skype/Zagreb

Date

2012/11/13

Start-end time

13:30-17:00

Location / type

Västerås-Zagreb/skype
chat

Remarks
Did not attend. Other Obligations.

Left early because of previous scheduled obligations.

Setting up development environment
Help each other to set up the development environment.
Actions:
 Bal should install management studio by the end of the day.
 Armindo facing troubles with the sql server 2008. Reinstalling the SQL server must be done until 2012-11-14.
 Everything ok with Predrag and Igor.
 Igor to produce the tutorial how to attach database to SQL server later today.

Setting up Virtual machine
Discussion about current status of the VM of the project.
Conclusions
 We will make the VM and install MS SQL Server 2008 express edition and .NET 4.5. VM OS will be Windows
Server 2008.
 Setting up VM environment for deploying certain parts of application (Persistence and some helper executable
files) will solve some current environmental issues.
Actions


Igor will make the VM and give to Marin no later than Friday 2012-11-16.

Separate the project into smaller parts
Divide project into separate parts and assign responsible member for each.
Conclusions
Dino will be the main front-end developer. His main coworker will be Armindo. All the further actions and requests
related to this part of the application will be coordinated by Dino.
Predrag and Igor will be working on the back-end of the application. They will be responsible for providing the services
for the UI team, documented by Dino. Dino should produce document (internal) with the services and their description.
Back-end team will be responsible for providing them as soon as possible.
Action
/
1

Improve the project documentation
Improve the current version of the project documentation. Correct the supervisor’s remarks of the current documents.
Conclusion
/
Action
Andreas will have to do it no later than Saturday 2012-11-17. For that purpose Predrag and Andreas will have meeting
at MDH 2012-11-14 at 16:00.
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